Analysis of histones associated with neuronal and glial nuclei exhibiting divergent DNA repeat lengths.
Total cerebral hemisphere nuclei purified from adult rabbit brain were subfractionated into neuronal and glial populations. Previous studies have shown that chromatin in neuronal nuclei is organized in an unusual nucleosome conformation compared with glial or kidney nuclei, i.e., a short DNA repeat length is present. We now analyze whether this difference in chromatin organization is associated with an alteration in the histone component of nucleosomes. Total histone isolated by acid/urea-protamine extraction of purified neuronal, glial, and kidney nuclei was analyzed by electrophoresis on SDS-polyacrylamide slab gels. Histone H1 that was selectively extracted from nuclei was also examined. Differences were not observed on SDS gels in the electrophoretic mobilities of histones associated with either the nucleosome core particle (histones (H2A, H2B, H3, H4) or the nucleosome linker region (histone H1). Total histone and selectively extracted histone H1 were also analyzed on acid/urea slab gels that resolve histones on the basis of both molecular weight and charge differences. When analyzed in this system, differences with respect to electrophoretic mobility were not detected when comparing either selectively extracted histone H1 or total histone from neuronal and glial nuclei. Quantitative analyses were also performed and neuronal nuclei were found to contain less histone H1 per milligram DNA compared with glial or kidney nuclei. Neuronal nuceli also demonstrated a lower ratio of histone H1/core histone. These results suggest that the pronounced difference in chromatin organization in neuronal compared with glial nuclei, which is reflected by a short DNA repeat length in neurons, appears to be associated with quantitative differences in neuronal histone H1.